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The paper deals with limit theorems for probabilities of large deviations for sums 
of independent identically distributed random vectors. We give more detailed 
bounds for the remainder in von Bahr’s limit theorem. New asymptotic formulas for 
probabilities of large deviations on the outside of balls are established. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (<,} be a sequence of independent identically distributed random 
vectors in Euclidean space R, having zero means and a nonsingular 
covariance matrix U, [,, = n-“* Cy=i &. Usually, the problem of large 
deviations for &, is to investigate the asymptotic behavior of the probability 
P{m E Z?,,} for the set 8,, such that this probability goes to 0 as n + co. 
Borovkov and Rogozin [4], von Bahr [2], and Nagaev and Sakojan [5 ] give 
the asymptotic formulas for the probability P{[,, E 8,,} for an appropriate 
class of sets c?,,. In particularly, von Bahr treats the class of sets being the 
difference of two convex Bore1 sets. In an earlier paper [7] Richter obtains 
the asymptotics of P{I&, E cF~} for the special case when 8’fl is the outside of 
the ball centered at zero and the covariance matrix U is unity. 
Section 3 of this paper gives a result containing a more detailed bound for 
the remainder term in von Bahr’s theorem [2]. Our bound (Theorem 1) 
shows the dependence of the remainder upon covariance matrix U and is 
rough enough; however Theorem 1 allows one to obtain some results on 
large deviations for the sums C& in the infinite-dimensional Hilbert space [6]. 
Theorem 1 in Section 4 is used to obtain an approximation to P{[, E c?‘,,} for 
the sequence of the sets cZ~ = {xE R,: 1x1 > I,}, where 1 < ‘” =o(&), 
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n + co. The results of Section 4 extend Richter’s theorems [7] to the case 
when U is not the unity matrix. 
For x, y E R,, (x, y) denotes the usual inner scalar product between x and 
y, lx]= m. Throughout the paper, c (or E) denote positive constants (or 
small positive constants). Indexation of constants begins a new in each 
section. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
Let r be a random vector in R, with the distribution F, zero mean and the 
nonsingular covariance matrix U. Let y denote the minimal eigenvalue of the 
covariance matrix U, y > 0. We shall suppose that 
Eexp{~l~l~ <m. for all t E [-to, t,], (-4) 
where m,, t, are some positive constants. 
Let s(t) (s(t)) denotes the open (closed) ball in R, centered at zero, with 
the radius t > 0. Put 
P&I = E w{(h, 01. 
If condition (A) holds, the functional p(h) is finite for all h E s(t,). For the 
distribution F(a) we define the conjugate distribution F(., h) in R, by 
1 
F(dx, h) = - 
v,(h) 
exp { (k x) I Wx), h E S(t,). 
Let m(h) and u(h) be respectively the mean and the covariance matrix of the 
conjugate distribution F( ., h). 
Consider the equation between the variables h, v E R, given by 
m(h) = v. P-1) 
It is known that Eq. (2.1) defines a continuous one-to-one mapping between 
h and v such that the convex sets map to the same (for details see Borovkov 
and Rogozin [4]). The solution of Eq. (2.1) will be denoted by h = h(v). We 
shall need the following elementary lemma on properties of the function h(v). 
LEMMA 1. If condition (A) is satisfied, then the solution h = h(v) of 
Eq. (2.1) exist for all v E S(e,y2) and 
Ih( < W’ 14, VES(E,, (2.2) 
where the positive constant E, depends only on m, and t, . 
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Proof. In view of (A) the left-hand side of (2.1) is finite for all h E S(t,). 
In order to prove the first assertion of the lemma we show that the set 
m(S(t,)) includes the ball of the radius ei y’. Note that y < c, (the constant c, 
depends only on m, and to) and condition (A) is satisfied for all h E S(4s, y), 
where E, = t,(4c,)-‘. Using the Taylor expansion at the point h = 0 and 
condition (A) we have 
1 
m(h) = - 
p(h) 
%exp{(t, h)} = Uh.+ f3,h2, h E WE, Y), (2.3) 
where I8,I < c2. Therefore m(0) = 0 and 
m(h)~IhI(y--c,IhI)>fylhl, h E WE, Y), 
if e, < (4~~))‘. It is easy to show that m(S(2ci y)) 3 S(E, y2) and the second 
assertion is also true. 
Let @(h)(x) and qY’(h)(x, y), x, y E R,, denote the Frechet derivatives of 
the order one and two of the functional C-J at the point h. Under condition (A) 
this derivatives exist for all h E S(t,). Put 
A(h, v) = -(h, v) + In (o(h), h E S&J, v E R,. 
LEMMA 2. If condition (A) is satisfied, then for all v E S(E, y2) and 
x,yER, 
[A@(v), v)]: (x) = -(h(v), x), (2.4) 
[A@(v), u>]S (x, Y) = -to-‘(h(v))x, Y), (2.5) 
(a- *(h(v)) x, x) = (U-lx, x)( 1 + 8, y-2 I v I), I& < c39 (2.6) 
where the constant c3 depends only on m, and t,. 
Proof: The identities (2.4) and (2.5) can be verified by simple differen- 
tiating and using (2.1). Taking into account Taylor’s theorem it is easy to 
show that for all h E S(2ysJ and x E R, 
a(h)x=Ux+O,IhlIxl, 16 < c4. 
Note that the minimal eigenvalue of positive operator u(h) is > y( 1 - c4 I h I). 
Moreover we have 
(a-‘(h)x, x) = (U[a-‘(h)x], [U-‘xl) = (x, U-lx) + W, 
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<c,y-‘lhl [(a-‘(h)x,x)+(U-lx,x)]. 
From here and Lemma 1, relation (2.6) follows. 
Define the measure in Rk by the following identity: 
where n is an integer and dx is the element of the volume in Rk. For any 
BorelsetBinRkands>OweputB={x:]x-~]<cforsome~fEB}. 
3. ON VON BAHR'S THEOREM 
Let 6 4, t2,... be a sequence of independent random vectors in Rk with a 
common distribution F, Et = 0 and let F” be the distribution of the normed 
sum [” = n-“*(el + .-. + &). 
THEORJZM 1. Let l E [ 1, 61 and let B (I), B(*’ be two convex Bore1 sets 
in Rk. If condition (A) holds and &+ = B(‘)\B(*) c S(ciy*l), then 
where 
If?,1 < c, ym3’* exp{c2yP3’*}, & = &i-f 
The constant .si is the same as in Lemma 1 and the constants c,, c2 depend 
only on k, nrO and to. 
The first step in the proof of Theorem 1 is to generalize the bound in the 
central limit theorem in Rk given by von Bahr [ 11. For this aim we use the 
method of the smoothing distribution presented by Sazonov [8]. 
For any Bore1 set B in Rk let v(B) denote the volume of B, c?B denote the 
boundary of B and BPC = (Bz)’ (where B’= Rkp). The symbol * means 
convolution. 
LEMMA 3. Let W, V be probability distributions in Rk ; let #O be the 
Gaussian distribution in Rk with zero mean and a nonsingular covariance 
matrix cr. Let c be a positive constant and a = V(S’(c)). 
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For any Bore1 set B in Rk we have 
su~{l(~-#J(B -x)1 :xERkI 
< (I - 2a)-’ det-‘I* CJV((CYB)J 
+ sup{ I( IV - #J * V(Bt + x)] : t = ztc, x (5 Rk} 
whenever a < 4. 
ProoJ First we state a lower bound for the convolution J (IV- $0) 
(Be - x) V(dx). Using the following elementary inequalities for the integrand 
C IV - 4oWe - ~1 
and 
we tind that 
(W-q5o)* V(Bc)>(l -a)(W-~,,)(B)-v(B~~~)det~l’zu 
-a sup{j(H’-#J(B +x)1 :xE R,J. 
LEMMA 4. Let n, n,, ?,Q, ,... be independent identically distributed random 
vectors in Rk with zero means, a nonsingular covariance matrix o and the 
jinite third moment p = E 1 v]~. Let W,, be the distribution of the sum n-Ii2 
PI, + *** + vJ* 
For any Bore1 set B in Rk 
< c3 det-‘I2 o[py;“‘n-“‘y(BJ + v((c~B)~~)], 
where E = c4p(yU fi))‘, yU is the minimal eigenvalue of covariance matrix o 
and the constants c,, c4 depend only on k. 
ProoJ Take in Lemma 3 W = WE and the constant & as above. The 
smoothing distribution V is defined by V(h) = V(Tdx), where T = 
(8~))’ ymfi and the distribution V has the density 
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(Jt(x) is the Bessel function, ak is the normed constant). Then the charac- 
teristic function u(t) = j exp{i(l, x)} q(x) dx of the distribution V is the 
sixfold convolution of the uniform distribution on the ball s(i) so that 
n(f) = 0 for 1 u] > I. We choose the constant c4 = cd(k) so large that a = 
V(,!F(ic4)) < i. By the inversion formula we have 
where fn is the characteristic function Wn. It is clear that the inner integral is 
< v(BJ. Now we estimate the external integral by the next lemma. 
LEMMA 5 (Bikelis [3]). If the assumptions of Lemma 4 hold, then for all 
t E St@- ' whl 
lfnW - m4- +(a 9ll 
< c5pnp1” 1 t13 exp{- :(a, t)}, 
where the constant c5 depends only on k, 
Return to the proof of Theorem 1. In the rest of the Section 3 the 
constants c~, s > 6, depend only on mO, tO and k. At first we prove that 
~?tGv =&I(& + e* LPnw~ 
fi 
IhI c C63 (3.1) 
for any set g = B(l)\@‘) satisfied the conditions of Theorem I and the 
additional condition & c K where K is a k-dimensional cube with the rib of 
length f = fi (l $))I. Let E be the centre of the cube K and let a = En-“‘. 
Consider the n-fold normed convolution of the conjugate distribution given 
by 
FJdx, h) = J’*‘(fidx + rim(h), h). 
We have (see [2]) 
~nVf7 = @V) j- =p{- fi W, x + 611 F,k.ix, hl, 
8-li 
h = h(a). (3.2) 
Putting F”(., h) = #J.) + A(+) (where 0 = a(h)) we represent the last integral 
as the sum of two integrals with respect to the Gaussian measure #,, and the 
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signed measure A. Replacing F,,(., h) on $,, in (3.2) we have the following 
integral 
Z6 = (27r)-V2 det-‘I2 u(h) 
J F-ii 
where 
Y(h) = ‘4 (h, a) - (h, u) - &J- ‘(h) 0, ?J), h = h(v). 
It is easy to prove that 
Using the Taylor expansion at the point u = u from Lemma 2 we Iind that 
A(h(u + a), u + u) = F(u) + 04(Ue ‘u, u) ye2 max(l u + u \,I u 1) 
= !P(u)+6g-3’2, josi <cs, S=4,5, (3.3) 
if u + u E (l/,/k) K. Therefore 1$ =,u”(k?)(l + pi), where 
Now we consider the integral 
Put 
8’(f) = (8 - 5) f~ {x: - fi(h, x) > t}, 
A @I= LI F’(t)), tER,, 
a=inf{-fi(h,x):x+gEg}, 
/?=sup{-fi(h,x):x+EZ’}. 
We have 
< 2 exp{p} sup{/A(t)[: t E RI}. 
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Since the diameter of the cube K is < fi l-l, it follows from Lemma 1 that 
IPI < ClO. By Lemma 4 with IV”(.) = F,J., /z) we have that for all c E R, 
Here we used the trivial inequalities 
where c = c&n)) ’ and sf - ’ < C,~Y -3’2 ln-I’*. We remark that by (3.3) 
nA(h(u + u), u + u) > nA(h(u), a) - Cl59 u+aELK, 
6 
and therefore 
v(K) < (27r)w2 detli2 U exp{-A(h(u), a) + cr5} p,,(K). 
Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of (3.1). Really let {Ki} be a 
partition of Rk on the cubes Ki with the rib of length f and let {8( = &’ n Ki} 
be the partition of the set 8. We obtain Theorem 1 applying (3.1) for each gi 
and summarizing it on L 
4. LARGE DEVIATIONS ON OUTSIDE OF BALLS 
We apply Theorem 1 for the case when 8 is the outside of the ball 
centered at zero. Assume that (Br) the maximal eigenvalue of the covariance 
matrix U is simple. 
Let y, be the maximal eigenvalue of the covariance matrix U and e, the 
corresponding eigenvector of U, ]er ] = 1. Put 
b*(r) = sup{LI(Ir(u), u): ]V] = r, +(u, eJ 2 O}, r > 0, 
A*(T) = ?(27p + b*(r), 
(4.1) 
THEOREM 2. If (A) u& (B,) ho&f, then 
unijixmly on r E [ 1, o(fi)]. 
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From a result of Zolotarev [lo] it follows that if (Br) holds, then 
$,,(,S’(r)) = Kur-’ f-xp{-r2(hJ1}(l + o(l)), r-b a3, (4.2) 
where the constant Ku depends on the eigenvalies of the matrix U. 
For the case of the symmetric distribution of t we have A’(r) = 
A-(r) =/l(r). 
Consequence. If (A) and (B,) are satislied and < has a symmetric 
distribution, then 
F&W-)) = hdW-N ev ]nA (5) 1 11 + ~~fi~~1’4~l 
uniformly on r E [I, o(fi)]. 
Proof of Theorem 2. First, we investigate the asymptotic behaviour of 
the distribution Fn on the set 
CT+ = [S(fin1’4)\S(r)] nRl, 
where Ri = {x E Rk : (x, ei) > O}. The maximum of the continuous 
functional A(h(u), V) on the compact set AJ = {u E Rl : 1~ I= r} in (4.1) 
correspond to some point D’ = u+(r). Using Taylor’s expansion at the point 
u = 0 and Lemma 2 we have 
A(h(u), 0) = - i(U-‘u, u) + O(/vi3), l~l.-+ 0. (4.3) 
The maximum of the lirst summand in (4.3) on the set Az is equal to 
--7*(2~r))’ and it is achieved for u = rer. Thus 
b+(r) = -r2(2y1)-’ + O(T3), r+ 0. (4.4) 
Comparing (4.3) and (4.4) we find that 
(U-b+, u+) = (UmleI, e,) T* + O(r3). 
It follows from here that 
lu+(T)--Tel12=O(r3), r+ 0. (4.5 ) 
Put r = r/fi and ht = h(v’ (r)). Note that h = h(u) is the gradient of the 
functional A(h(u), b) (see Lemma 2) and the point of the maximum u+ is not 
a border one for the set ,4: ; therefore the vector ht has the same direction 
as the vector ut. Using the following Taylor’s expansion 
A(h(u), u) = b+(r) - (h+, u - v+) -;(U-‘(u - u+), v - v+) 
+ o(r) 1 u - u+ 12, u Ez St&l YZ), 
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we obtain that 
pJiS“+) = (2x)-‘@ det-“* Uexp{&‘(r)} Q, (4.6) 
where 
Q=J-p+ w+?l& x+ =v+ $-i, (4.7) 
q=-~(~+,x-x+)-~(U-1(x-x+),x-x+)+~(~)~x-x+~2.(4.8) 
In order to investigate the integral Q we apply the substitution x = Dy with 
the orthogonal matrix D. The matrix D may be choosed in such a way that 
Dv+ = re, and 11 D - 111 = O(G), r+ 0, in view of (4.5) (here Z is unity 
matrix in Rk and 11 - 11 denotes the matrix-norm). Putting y = Dx we have 
q=-fiih+l (e,, y-rel)-+(U-‘(y-rel), y-re,) 
+ Wfil I Y - rel 12, yEDc?+, 
if n is suffkiently large. It follows from the expansion (2.3) and (4.5) that 
pl+~=~u-1v+~+o(~v+~2)=ry;‘+o(r-3’2), T-+ 0. 
We have 
and 
I Y - rel I2 < 2 19 - Y,V ‘Y, YI, yEDg+, 
if rz is sufticiently large. From here we tind that 
= (2~)~~ det1’2 Uexp{r2(2y1))i} q&(D&“)(l + O(fi)). 
It is easy to prove that 
(4.9) 
h,F+ c, P-+)1 = 4uP+l (%hl 
(the symbol o denote the symmetrical difference of the sets). 
(4.10) 
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From (4.6)-(4.10) it follows that 
uniformly on r E [ 1, o(G)]. The same asymptotic formula is true for 
Pntv+Lh m? = Ji-l. 
where the positive constant E, depends only on m0 and tO. 
This lemma is a consequence of more general results by Yurinskii [9] 
(Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2). 
By Lemma 6 
FJSc(&n-“4) < 2 exp{-e2r fi}, &z > 0. 
Finally, using Theorem I and (4.2) we have 
X (1 + O(&nV1’4)), n+ c0, 
uniformly on r E [ 1, o(fi)]. Th is relation remains true if Rl and 2’ are 
replaced by RF and K. Theorem 2 follows. 
In conclusion we shall formulate an analogue of Theorem 2 when (BJ the 
maximal eigenvalue of the covariance matrix U is multiple, JJ~ = ... = y, > 
YrtlN > ... > yk, 1 c l< k (where yi, 1 < i < k, is the eigenvalues of U). 
Let M, be the invariant subspace of U corresponding to the maximal 
eigenvalue and let M(w) be the one-dimensional subspace spanning on the 
vector w E Rk. Put 
b(r, w) = sup{/t(h(v), v): ] v I= 7, v E I’# @ M(w)}, 
where 7 > 0, w E Ml, 1 and @ denote respectively the orthogonal addition to 
Rk and the product of the orthogonal subspaces. Put 
47, w) = 7’(&+)-’ + b(7, w), 7 > 0, WEM,. 
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THEOREM 3. Zf (A) and (B*) hold, fhen 
unfirmly on r E [ 1, o(fi)]. H ere V= {wEM,: iwi= l} is the surfuce of 
the l-dimensional ball, ds is the element of the surface V and 
rpt = 27P[l-(91-l. 
For the case l= k, Theorem 3 was proved by Richter [ 71. 
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